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With the increasing use of ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) for tandem mass spectrometry
(MS/MS) analysis of biomolecules, surface-induced dissociation (SID) should be given serious
consideration as an ion activation technique. There are at least two compelling reasons to
consider SID: it can deposit significant amounts of internal energy into large ions, and no
collision gas is required. These potential advantages have led us to undertake a modeling
study of the SID process in an ICR using the ion optics program SIMION. The various methods
previously used to obtain SID spectra are compared to a new approach for effecting SID in an
ICR. Through simulations, many different parameters present in the experiment are correlated
to the kinetic energy of the parent ion upon impact and the overall product ion collection
efficiency (and hence the signal intensity) expected. The modeling results suggest this new
approach allows larger, more precise, and controllable impact energies to be used, as well as
providing higher collection efficiencies. The validity of the modeling results is supported by
good qualitative agreement with previously reported experimental results. (J Am Soc Mass
Spectrom 2000, 11, 1107–1117) © 2000 American Society for Mass Spectrometry
Mass spectrometry is quickly becoming thetechnique of choice for solving many complexproblems in the biological sciences. This is not
because mass spectrometric techniques are simple, but
instead, because they are so powerful. The ability to
perform multiple stages of mass spectrometry (MS/MS)
has allowed its application to problems that previously
were unsolvable by other means [1]. With the advent of
MS/MS has come the increased use of ion trapping
mass spectrometers for the investigation of biological
samples. There are two types of ion trapping mass
spectrometers in wide use today: the quadrupole ion
trap mass spectrometer and the ion cyclotron resonance
(ICR) mass spectrometer. Both are very powerful, and
both have specific advantages in the realms of operation
and practicality. However, the ICR boasts resolution
superior to all other mass spectrometers, and this fea-
ture alone makes it a popular choice for many labs [2, 3].
When using either an ICR or a quadrupole ion trap,
one must have a method to activate the ions of interest
to promote dissociation during the MS/MS experiment.
Collision-induced dissociation (CID) is the most widely
used method of activation. During CID, ions are accel-
erated through a gas (the collision gas) and undergo
energetic collisions with the neutral gas molecules.
These collisions can eventually give the ions of interest
enough internal energy to dissociate. The maximum
amount of internal energy possible to impart into the
parent ion (or the center-of-mass collision energy—
Ecom) is described by
Ecom 5 ElabS MnMp 1 MnD (1)
where Elab is the ion’s laboratory frame kinetic energy,
Mn is the mass of the neutral collision gas molecule, and
Mp is the mass of the ion. The magnitude of kinetic
collision energy (Elab) used during CID can fall into two
energy ranges: low-energy or high-energy CID. To a
first order approximation, the more kinetic energy
provided to the parent ion, the more will be available
for conversion into internal energy to cause dissocia-
tion, however, many complex processes dictate this
conversion. In the case of low-energy CID, ions are
provided with tens to 100s of eV of kinetic energy (Elab).
Some portion of this is converted into internal energy
through collisions with neutral gas molecules. The
internal energy distribution of the parent ion popula-
tion is fairly narrow, and the collection efficiency of
product ions is often quite high, sometimes approach-
ing 100% [1, 4, 5]. In the case of high-energy CID, ions
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are provided with large amounts of kinetic energy
(Elab), in the 1000s of eV range, therefore, more ener-
getic dissociation pathways are accessible. Although the
many product ions resulting from a high-energy CID
experiment can provide useful structural information
[6–8], one disadvantage of high-energy CID is the
resulting energy distribution. Due to the nature of the
ion–neutral collisions, the parent ion internal energy
distribution has a peak at low energy values with a
large tail in the high-energy range [5, 9]. This results in
an inability to control the actual energy deposited into
the parent ions, as well as producing many ions that
were activated with fairly low energies. Additionally,
the MS/MS efficiency [10] of high energy CID is often
quite low [11]. Therefore, although high energies can be
accessed with the CID technique, it is not a very
controllable or efficient experiment.
For CID based MS/MS studies, low-energy CID is
currently the only available option for ion trapping
mass spectrometers. In both ICRs and quadrupole ion
traps, the amount of kinetic energy supplied to the
parent ion can be varied, allowing some control over
the internal energy leading to dissociation. It should be
noted here that performing CID in an ICR is often not
desirable due to the low operating pressures required
for optimal resolution and sensitivity. Long (hundreds
of milliseconds) pump down times must be added to a
CID experiment in an ICR which can greatly reduce the
duty cycle.
Surface-induced dissociation (SID) is an alternative
ion activation technique to CID. SID involves directing
ions of interest toward a surface either normally present
or intentionally placed in the mass spectrometer cham-
ber. Upon colliding with this surface, some of the ion
kinetic energy is converted into internal energy. In
general, the energy conversion efficiency of SID has
been observed to be between 10% and 30%, with the
higher conversion efficiencies attainable using fluori-
nated self-assembled monolayer surfaces [9, 12–14]. If
enough kinetic energy is converted to internal energy
then the ion can dissociate. SID in ion trapping instru-
ments suffers from low collection efficiencies, typically
less than 30%, but in some cases they can be less than
10%. The collection efficiencies are also often mass
dependent because many experimental strategies in-
volve the use of dc pulses. However, the amount of
energy supplied during SID is as easily controlled as in
CID, and more importantly, results in very narrow
parent ion internal energy distributions over a large
range of internal energies [9, 15]. As a result, the
deposition of internal energies with SID is much more
precise than high-energy CID. Another advantage of
SID over CID in an ICR is the fact that additional gases
are not needed during MS/MS experiments, thus sav-
ing time and maintaining resolution. In the past, the
low collection efficiencies of SID in ion trapping instru-
ments have hindered its usage with these types of mass
spectrometers. However, new techniques such as those
described here and advances using self-assembled
monolayers as the target surfaces [16] are beginning to
be implemented to improve collection efficiencies.
These efficiency advances, in addition to controllable
access to high internal energies, make SID much more
promising as an activation technique within ion trap-
ping mass spectrometers.
Originally, SID experiments were performed on
beam rather than ion trapping mass spectrometers. In
fact, the first recognition of SID as a dissociation tech-
nique was prompted by the observation of an anoma-
lous metastable peak within sector instruments [17].
High-energy SID has since been evaluated in sector
mass spectrometers, where a high energy beam is bent
and caused to glance off of a surface between two of the
sector mass analyzers [18–22]. More commonly, quad-
rupole mass analyzers are used in tandem for low-
energy SID experiments. Multiple quadrupoles are ori-
ented at angles to one another, such as 90 deg, with the
collision surface in between [12, 19, 23, 24]. After initial
work with SID in beam instruments, several years
passed before the technique was applied to ion trapping
instruments. Some of the first SID experiments with an
ICR were performed in McLafferty’s [25] and Wilkins’
[26] labs, where SID was effected by pulsing a dc
voltage on one trapping plate causing the ions to collide
with the alternate trapping plate. This resulted in ions
following a trajectory along the axial dimension of the
cell. More recently, a special probe was inserted into the
cell to act as the collision surface [16, 27]. In this
experiment, it was possible to access only low-energy
SID processes due to the limited kinetic energies that
could be created with the dc pulse and the limited
product ion kinetic energies that could be effectively
trapped and analyzed. Additionally, lower SID efficien-
cies (when compared to CID) were observed in this
experiment, generally less than 10%. One significant
benefit of this experiment was the ability to cause the
ions to collide with different types of surfaces, allowing
the SID process to be investigated. Thus, to date, all SID
experiments within an ICR have utilized ion trajectories
analogous to those used originally by McLafferty and
Wilkins, i.e., axial.
While the initial experiments with SID in an ICR
were underway, other researchers were investigating
the use of SID in a quadrupole ion trap. Most efforts
came from Cooks’ lab where SID was effected in a
quadrupole ion trap by pulsing a dc voltage on one or
both endcap electrodes [28, 29]. In one experiment, a
larger magnitude dc pulse was used than with the ion
cyclotron instruments, causing the ions to increase their
excursions in the radial direction and collide with the
ring electrode of the ion trap [28]. The intriguing parts
of this quadrupole ion trap work was higher collection
efficiencies observed versus the ICR experiments and
the apparently greater internal energy deposition.
The advantages of the SID technique used with the
quadrupole ion trap could potentially be carried over to
the ICR. The general electrode geometry of both ana-
lyzers are very similar: two “endcap” electrodes defin-
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ing the axial dimension and one or several electrodes
defining the overall trapping volume in the radial
direction. There are two differences between these
analyzers, the fields used to trap the ions and the
presence of a buffer gas. The magnetic field used in an
ICR traps ions only in the radial, not the axial, direction.
A voltage must be applied to the endplate electrodes to
confine the ions in the axial direction. However, the
quadrupolar field in an ion trap confines the ions in
both the axial and radial directions. If ion trajectories
like those used in the quadrupole ion trap could be
implemented for SID in an ICR, the strong magnetic
field would help trap product ions with greater kinetic
energy. This could both increase the overall collection
efficiency of SID in an ICR as well as extend its
usefulness to higher energy deposition. The presence of
a buffer gas may be important in the SID experiment as
it will collisionally cool product ions within the ion trap.
Therefore the absence of this gas could hinder the
performance of the ICR utilizing similar SID trajecto-
ries. However, the very strong restoring force of the
magnetic field has the potential to make up for this lack
of buffer gas and could certainly enhance the perfor-
mance when compared with the current SID technique
used with an ICR. In this paper SIMION modeling
efforts are described for implementing SID in an ICR
with radial ion trajectories similar to those used in a
quadrupole ion trap. This new technique will be com-
pared and contrasted with the standard technique al-
ready used with ICRs [25, 26].
Experimental
SID Techniques
Two different methods for performing SID in an ICR
have been simulated. As noted above, the standard
method for performing SID in an ICR involves causing
ion collisions with one of the trapping (axial) electrodes.
The ions are accelerated in the axial direction by a dc
pulse on one of these electrodes, and therefore, this
method will be referred to as the “axial technique.” An
ion trajectory within an ICR cell demonstrating this
technique was calculated with SIMION 6.0 [30] and is
shown in Figure 1a. The trajectory of a resulting prod-
uct ion is shown in Figure 1b. Note that the parent ion’s
motion in the radial direction is essentially unperturbed
when the dc pulse is applied. The dc pulse continues
to be applied to the electrode after the parent ion has
impacted and acts to trap the product ions coming off
the endplate (simulation of this process discussed
below).
The new technique of performing SID in an ICR
introduced here is based on the SID implementation on
quadrupole ion traps. For this method, a larger dc pulse
is applied to both endplate electrodes causing the ion
motion to spiral outward, increasing the radial dis-
placement of the ions quickly until they collide with one
of the side electrodes of the cell. Because this technique
involves increasing the radial displacement, it will be
referred to as the “radial technique.” A modeled parent
ion trajectory and the resulting product ion trajectory
are shown in Figure 2a,b, respectively. The parent ion
can collide with any of the electrodes surrounding the
cell at any point along their surfaces, depending on
when the SID pulse is applied. The product ions typi-
cally have some induced magnetron motion after they
Figure 1. SIMION (a) parent and (b) product ion trajectories
resulting from the axial SID technique as viewed from a side and
top cutaway of the cubic ICR cell.
Figure 2. SIMION (a) parent and (b) product ion trajectories
resulting from the radial SID technique as viewed from a side and
top cutaway of the cubic ICR cell.
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are collected by the magnetic field present in the cell,
and their cyclotron motion can be varied with the dc
pulse duration. The collisions that result from the radial
technique are exclusively glancing collisions (i.e., well
displaced from the normal to the surface). For this
reason they can be compared with previous results
obtained using glancing or grazing incidence SID [21,
31–33]. This previous work has shown the applicability
of grazing collisions which should carry over to the
present experiments.
General Modeling
Ion trajectory modeling was performed using SIMION
3D version 6.0 [30], and all simulations were performed
at a trajectory quality level of two (indicating that
velocity reversal detection, edge detection, and binary
boundary approach are all turned on, yielding more
accurate trajectories especially for simulations like
these, where surface collisions are considered). Results
from individual ions were written to an ASCII file
during simulations and then imported into Microsoft
Excel for further statistical analysis. All simulations
were performed using a cubic cell with 25 mm sides and
6 mm diameter holes (for ion entrance during real
experiments) in each endplate and a 3 tesla magnetic
field. Most simulations were performed with 200 u,
singly charged ions, each trajectory modeled separately.
Ions were created with 1 eV of kinetic energy (distrib-
uted between cyclotron and axial motion) and placed in
the center of the trap at the start of each simulation, i.e.,
ion injection was not modeled. However, to more
accurately represent a packet of ions in a real experi-
ment, all of the initial conditions were randomized as
follows: ion axial position 66 mm (1/4 the overall
length of the cell), ion kinetic energy 690%, and ion
takeoff angle with respect to the axial cell dimension
620 deg. To arrive at statistically significant values for
the parameters discussed below, data from groups of
200 randomized ions were averaged. Finally, although
many ion parameters were not significant, the ion radial
distance from the center of the cell was very important
to the outcome of the radial SID technique. For this
reason the ion packet was made coherent through
resonance excitation to an overall ion packet diameter
of approximately 5 mm for the radial technique and
between 5 and 8 mm for the axial technique.
Dissociation Modeling
To assess the overall efficiency of performing radial SID
versus axial SID, the product ions that could be formed
upon impact with a surface needed to be modeled.
Clearly, this task alone could be a monumental one due
to the lack of knowledge about the dissociation, scatter-
ing and energy transfer processes [9]. However, by
making a few assumptions consistent with previous
experimental observations, a model of the impact and
dissociation process was formulated to use throughout
the simulations. The impact and dissociation into a
(single) product ion was modeled as a simple reflection
off the impact surface as shown in Figure 3. Recent
work by Wo¨rgo¨tter et al. [34] and the Futrell lab [35, 36]
have indicated that the maximum ion intensity is ob-
served at angles of 70°–80° with respect to the incident
beam, which is within the range considered in this
work. Upon impact with a surface, one can identify two
important parent ion kinetic energies: the overall total
KE which is directed along the ion’s direction of mo-
tion, termed the total KE; and the component of the
overall KE that is directed perpendicularly to the plane
of the surface, termed (for simplicity) the impact KE. The
total KE is what is commonly controlled, observed, and
reported in experimental SID work; however, it has
been suggested that a measure like the impact KE
would be a better indicator of how much energy is
actually imparted into the ion upon impact [22]. It
should also be noted that on a microscopic scale many
surfaces possess some roughness that will complicate
the analysis and meaning of the impact angle. For these
reasons both kinetic energies were recorded and tabu-
lated in this work.
Because the impact was considered a reflection, the
reflected angle r was set equal to the angle of incidence
i and then randomized by 620 deg. The motion along
either dimension of the plane of the surface was not
altered. Product ion masses were modeled to be frac-
tions (1/4, 1/2, 3/4) of the parent ion mass. This
product ion mass was then used to determine how
much kinetic energy the ion would possess, i.e., a
product ion one quarter the size of the parent would
have one quarter of the parent ion’s total KE. In
addition to the product ion mass, the efficiency of
imparting internal energy into the parent ion, or the
energy conversion efficiency, must be considered. Ex-
periments have been performed by several groups to
evaluate this efficiency for SID, and values from 10% to
20% are commonly observed [9, 12]. Therefore, an
energy conversion efficiency of 15% was assumed in
this work. This deduction for energy conversion was
assessed from the parent ion kinetic energy. The final
equation used to calculate the fragment kinetic energy
is as follows:
KEfragment 5 x~1 2 c!KEparent (2)
Figure 3. Schematic of the dissociation process as modeled in
this work. The two kinetic energies tabulated, total and impact, are
also indicated.
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where x is the fractional size of the fragment ion relative
to the parent ion and c is the energy conversion
efficiency. The kinetic energy of the product ion
(KEfragment) and the product ion mass was then used to
calculate a total velocity directed along the reflected
angle r.
It should be noted here that eq 2 ignores the energy
that is transferred to the surface during ion–surface
collisions, usually termed Esurf. Although a fair amount
of experimentation has been performed looking at Esurf
when atoms or small polyatomics are the projectiles,
only a few experiments have been performed with
larger polyatomics [13]. These projectiles are still
smaller than most peptide and protein samples that
would be of interest with this technique and no exper-
iments have covered the entire range of kinetic energies
utilized here. Additionally only a limited number of
ion–surface pairs have been investigated, complicating
the accounting for Esurf in these modeling studies.
However, some distinct trends can be observed in the
data obtained so far. First, the target surface used for
this SID work will be the unmodified metal on the
inside of the ICR cell. This is in contrast to the more
commonly used organic self-assembled monolayers.
These organic surfaces have distinct advantages for
SID, however, their use will be difficult considering the
cell walls and not a special probe are the targets in these
SID experiments. For polyatomics impinging on un-
modified metal surfaces 15%–43% of the total KE has
been reported to be transferred to the surface, as com-
pared to 65%–94% for organic surfaces [13]. The second
consideration is the incident angle of the projectile ion.
In these experiments the incident angle is usually
displaced from the normal to the surface at least 45 deg
and often times much more. Experimental results show
that Esurf drops off considerably as the incident angle is
increased. Specifically Esurf is observed to drop to half
its maximum value when the incident angle equals 65
deg [13]. Finally the binary elastic collision formula
predicts that the amount of energy transferred to the
surface can be related as follows:
Esurf
Etotal
5
4A
~1 1 A!2
(3)
where A 5 (projectile mass)/(surface atom mass) [37].
As A increases to values greater than one, the amount of
KE transferred to the surface decreases. In these exper-
iments we are looking at ions with masses of several
hundred to several thousand Daltons, whereas the
surface will be stainless steel or possibly gold, making
A much greater than one. The three points stated above
all will detract from the amount of energy that will be
transferred to the surface in these SID experiments.
With this in mind, and the fact that little experimental
work has been done to quantify Esurf under the condi-
tions and with the types of ion–surface pairs of interest
here, no accounting for Esurf will be attempted in these
modeling studies.
Modeling of the dissociation, in addition to the
application of the various voltages necessary to simu-
late the experiment, was implemented through user
programs written for SIMION. Therefore, when a par-
ent ion collided with an ICR cell plate, the above
calculations were performed and a “product ion” was
created with the initial conditions outlined above. If this
product ion remained trapped and did not further
collide with any cell plates after one second, this ion
was considered “collected.”
Results/Discussion
SID Pulse Voltage
One of the most useful and important features of the
SID technique is the ease with which the collision
energy is varied. In ion trapping instruments this is
typically accomplished by changing the dc pulse volt-
age. Thus, the first parameter investigated in modeling
the radial SID technique was the SID dc pulse voltage
and its effect on the collision energy. The results of these
simulations are shown in Figure 4a,b for the radial and
axial SID techniques, respectively. The data plotted in
Figure 4 are from parent ions which produce collected
product ions (as defined above). In general, the collision
energy increased with increasing dc pulse voltage.
Beyond the dc pulse voltage ranges plotted in Figure 4,
the ion trajectories no longer matched the radial or axial
motions desired. For both methods, the total and impact
kinetic energies increase with increasing dc pulse volt-
age. While both methods produced kinetic energies that
showed linear responses to the dc voltage, the radial
technique was more linear (r value closer to one) than
the axial technique.
The most notable difference between the two SID
methods is in the standard deviation of the collision
energies at a given pulse voltage. For the radial tech-
nique, both the total and impact kinetic energies have
average standard deviations that are less than 10%. For
the axial technique, however, the kinetic energies have
larger standard deviations. Specifically, the standard
deviation of the impact KE is above 50%. The reason for
the narrow distribution of kinetic energies of ions
produced by the axial SID method actually has to do
with the specific product ions that are collected. This
complex connection is discussed below. Higher kinetic
energies, by a factor of about 3, are also accessible with
the radial technique. This means that the high-energy
SID regime, previously only accessible with sector in-
struments [22], can be investigated within an ICR. The
drawback is that the radial technique cannot easily
produce (see below) the low energy collisions accessible
with the axial method. This limitation is due primarily
to the magnetic field strength that has to be overcome to
cause the radial collisions.
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Axial Selection
In the early stages of modeling both SID methods, it
became clear that the axial position of the parent ion
upon application of the SID dc voltage pulse had a large
effect on its resulting impact kinetic energy. This effect
is easily understood considering the axial potential
gradient that is created when a voltage is pulsed on the
endcap electrodes in an ICR cell. Initially, great care was
taken in setting up the simulations to insure that the
parent ions were as close to the center of the cell as
possible when the dc pulse was applied. However, once
the collection efficiency simulations were started and
packets of ions were created at random positions within
the cell, it was found that the conditions (such as timing
of the SID pulse to coincide with a particular position of
the ion cloud within the ICR cell) could not be opti-
mized to produce a packet of ions at the center of the
cell. However, for the radial technique only product
ions that were created from parent ions which started
close to the center of the cell are actually collected.
Figure 5 demonstrates this effect, showing the percent-
age of parent ions that produce surviving product ions
as a function of their axial position when the dc pulse is
applied (the range of axial positions plotted includes all
the ions produced in the randomized simulation). As
shown in the plot ;30% of the potential product ion
intensity is lost due to the selective collection of certain
product ions. This result was not the case with the axial
technique, where parent ions all along the axial dimen-
sion could produce products which are collected. This
nonselective product ion collection with the axial tech-
nique resulted in largely varying impact and total
kinetic energies because of the different field strengths
corresponding to the different axial positions of the ions
when the SID pulse is applied. The end result is an
automatic narrowing of the kinetic energy distributions
observed with the radial technique. This effect is what
yields the very low standard deviations of impact and
total kinetic energies for the radial technique compared
to the axial technique, as outlined above.
Collection Efficiency
When evaluating an ion activation technique, an impor-
tant feature to consider is the collection efficiency or the
relative number of product ions that are formed and
detected versus the number of parent ions that dissoci-
ate. By modeling the dissociation of the parent ion at the
time of impact, as discussed above, the collection effi-
ciency of both SID techniques could be assessed. It was
found that the SID pulse duration was the parameter
that affected the resulting collection efficiency the most
for both techniques. The optimum duration for maxi-
mizing the collection efficiency varied with the product
ion mass. Because the dc voltage helps to trap the
product ions, larger product ions with more energy will
require a longer dc voltage pulse to slow them down
and to allow them to assume stable trajectories. For the
Figure 4. Total and impact kinetic energies as a function of the
SID pulse voltage for the (a) radial (linear fit R 5 0.99994,
average % STD total KE 5 5.7, average % STD impact KE 5 9.0)
and (b) axial (linear fit R 5 0.99162, average % STD total KE 5
20.8, average % STD impact KE 5 54.9) SID techniques. Data
plotted are from parent ions which produce collected product
ions.
Figure 5. Ion collection data demonstrating the automatic axial
selection with the radial SID technique—ions which were close to
the center of the ICR cell when the dc pulse was applied are
preferentially collected over those displaced from the center of the
cell. Ion data shown are from 700 and 1000 V SID pulse simula-
tions.
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axial SID technique, the determination of the dc pulse
duration that should be used to maximize the collection
efficiency is based on work done in Wilkins’ lab [26].
They found for a parent ion starting in the center of the
cell that a pulse duration of 1.5 times the calculated
flight time to impact gave the highest overall collection
efficiencies. This same SID duration was also found to be
optimal, through simulations of the axial technique and
was therefore used in these modeling experiments.
To find the optimal SID pulse duration for the radial
technique, collection efficiency modeling experiments
were performed with three product ion masses (all
formed from identical parent ions) at varying pulse
durations. The results of these simulations are shown in
Figure 6. The SID pulse duration modulates the final
cyclotron radius of the product ions; so, Figure 6 is a
plot of the cyclotron radii for the three product ions
versus the dc pulse duration. The collection efficiency is
maximized when the cyclotron radius is at a minimum.
The time range during which all the product ions are
collected is shaded in the plot. The width of acceptable
pulse durations for the lower mass product ions is
much narrower than the other ions, so the optimum
pulse duration must be skewed towards the optimum
for these smaller ions. An SID pulse duration of approx-
imately 1.21 times the parent ion flight time to impact
resulted in the collection of approximately equal num-
bers of product ions at all masses. This value was used
for all further simulations of the collection efficiency of
the radial SID method.
As these simulations demonstrate, with either SID
technique, a poor selection of the pulse duration will
result in biasing of the MS/MS spectrum toward higher
or lower m/z values. Therefore, the pulse duration must
be tuned for optimum representation along the m/z
scale. This effect of biasing was also observed by Ijames
and Wilkins during their first experiments with the
axial technique. They observed that using longer pulse
durations produced spectra in which the larger mass
product ions dominated, whereas shorter pulses fa-
vored the appearance of smaller mass product ions [26].
This mass biasing effect was also observed in these
modeling experiments (Figure 7). At pulse durations
shorter than 1.5 times the parent ion time to impact,
more of the lower mass product ions were collected
than other ions. At pulse durations greater than opti-
mum, more of the largest mass product ions were
collected. Therefore, the results from these simulations
agree with those found experimentally, which helps to
support the validity of this method.
To examine the collection efficiency of both of these
techniques, simulations were carried out at three differ-
ent pulse voltages for the three different mass product
ions using the optimized SID pulse durations (Figure 8).
The average overall collection efficiency for all product
ions is also shown for each impact kinetic energy. These
average collection efficiencies are greater than those
commonly observed in an SID experiment. Although
several arguments can be made to explain this, the goal
of this discussion is to compare the differences between
the two techniques. Factors such as neutralization and
other ion loss mechanisms should affect both SID
methods similarly, thus, we need only consider the
relative values to compare the actual/expected collec-
tion efficiencies. Similar collection efficiencies are ob-
served for each method at all the tested impact kinetic
energies. In fact, simulations of the radial SID method at
lower collision energies demonstrate collection efficien-
cies more than twice those observed with axial SID.
Additionally, the radial technique maintains reasonable
collection efficiencies at higher impact kinetic energies.
Because very strong magnetic fields are being used with
the radial SID technique, the more energetic ions are
Figure 6. The dc pulse duration’s effect on the final cyclotron
radius of three different sized product ions when using the radial
SID technique. The hashed region indicates the experimentally
useful range of pulse duration values for collection of all ion sizes.
Note: points not plotted indicate the ion was not collected.
Figure 7. SIMION modeling of the experimentally observed
biasing of tandem mass spectra toward higher or lower mass
product ions when using the axial SID technique [26]. Data are in
agreement with experiment; with shorter duration dc pulses more
lower mass (1/4 size) product ions are collected, whereas with
longer duration pulses more higher mass (3/4 size) product ions
are collected.
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effectively captured. The axial SID technique does not
utilize this additional force and, therefore, cannot ben-
efit similarly.
Radial SID vs. Resonance Ejection
Due to similarities in the ion trajectories produced, the
radial SID method can be compared to the technique of
resonance ejection. However, the two techniques have
different goals. Therefore, it is important to establish
their particular differences. Resonance ejection is a very
common technique that is used to eject unwanted ions
from the ICR cell during an experiment. Cyclotron
motions of selected ions are increased by an applied rf
voltage at their resonance frequency (often a broadband
of frequencies is used to eliminate a range of m/z
values). Once the cyclotron radius of excited ions is
large enough, these ions will collide with an electrode
surface. These collisions are of particular interest be-
cause they are qualitatively similar to the collisions that
are promoted during radial SID. If the collisions result-
ing from using the radial method and resonance exci-
tation are indeed similar, then product ions formed by
SID might be expected when resonance excitation is
performed. However, SID processes have not been
observed experimentally during resonance excitation
events. To address this issue, a modeling experiment
was designed to examine the differences between radial
SID and resonance ejection in an ICR. As in the SID
simulations, resonance ejection was modeled such that
every parent ion produced a product upon collision
with the cell wall. In all the simulations of the many
different conditions (timing, voltage, etc.) that can pro-
duce resonance ejection, less than 0.2% of the product
ions were actually collected. Upon investigating this
result further, the key differences between radial SID
and resonance ejection were the duration of the excita-
tion signal and the angle of the impact. In resonance
ejection, the broadband rf signal is applied to the cell
plates for a long period of time relative to the time of a
single cyclotron revolution. This means that the rf
signal will still be present after a product ion has been
formed. In most cases, the rf voltage will remain long
enough to cause the product ion to collide with the wall
again. This second collision has an even lower proba-
bility (,0.2%) of producing a surviving ion for analysis
due to the position in the cell of the “second-generation
parent ion.” Additionally, the initial angle of impact is
much lower with resonance ejection than with radial
SID. Resonance ejection slowly increases the ion’s cy-
clotron radius until it contacts the cell wall, whereas the
dc pulse very quickly increases the radius, making the
impact much more direct. This difference means that in
resonance ejection, ions impact the cell wall at a more
glancing angle and therefore have a much lower likeli-
hood of sending a product ion with the proper trajec-
tory back into the cell to be collected, if dissociation
occurs. The timing of the excitation signals and the
impact angles are the two key differences between the
techniques, allowing resonance ejection to eliminate
ions from a cell and radial SID to produce detectable
product ions within the cell.
Radial Dependence
Although varying the dc pulse voltage provides a very
good means of adjusting the total and impact kinetic
energies of selected ions, the range of applicability of
this method is limited. As noted above, it is difficult to
access low kinetic energies with the radial technique.
This is because enough force must be provided to
overcome the large restoring force created by the mag-
netic field; the magnitude of the force required is
proportional to the distance the ion must travel. Specif-
ically, if the trajectory of the ion needs to be altered only
a small amount to cause it to collide with a cell wall,
then the force provided does not need to be large, and
the collision will not be very energetic. This feature can
be exploited by altering the radius of the ion when it is
subjected to the dc pulse. The larger the radius, the
closer the ion will be to the cell wall and, therefore, the
lower the impact energy will be. Because the overall
velocity of the ion increases as its radius does, the total
kinetic energy of the ion will still be quite high. The
final result is ions experience more glancing collisions,
creating lower and lower impact kinetic energies. Fig-
ure 9 demonstrates that the relationship between the
radius of the ion when the dc pulse is applied and the
impact kinetic energy is quadratic. Simulations demon-
strated that the change in the angle of the collision does
not decrease the collection efficiency. As shown in
Figure 9, it is possible to decrease the impact kinetic
energy applied with the radial technique down to the
lower levels accessible with the axial technique. There-
fore, not only does this method allow another way of
altering the impact kinetic energy of the ions, but it also
Figure 8. Collection efficiency results for the radial and axial SID
techniques each at three different SID pulse voltages. Data are
presented for each fragment ion size, with the total collection
efficiency marked for each simulation.
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extends the range of the radial SID technique to encom-
pass that of the axial method.
Mass and Charge Dependence
To completely characterize the new radial SID tech-
nique, the m/z of ions was varied to determine if any
bias existed against different m/z ions. The first model-
ing experiment involved looking at the impact kinetic
energies of ions of various mass under similar SID
conditions. Table 1 shows the resulting kinetic energies
versus the mass of the parent ion. The total KE de-
creased as the mass of the selected ion increased. This
effect is indicative of the additional force required to
move higher mass ions; a given dc pulse cannot accel-
erate larger ions to as great a final velocity as it can
smaller ions. The impact kinetic energy, however, in-
creased as the mass of the parent ion increased. Al-
though these larger mass ions require more force to be
accelerated, the dc pulse alters their trajectory a greater
relative extent due to their slower speed, causing the
collision to be at an angle more perpendicular to the cell
wall. This change means that more of the overall kinetic
energy is directed into the cell wall, and therefore, more
energy is available for dissociation. This trend toward
greater impact kinetic energies with greater mass ions is
desirable because more energy is needed to help disso-
ciate larger mass ions. It means that increased acceler-
ating voltages are not required to dissociate larger ions
with this radial technique as is often required with
other SID methods.
The collision energies of highly charged ions were
also studied, as multiply charged ions are common
when electrospray ionization is used. Modeling exper-
iments were performed on ions of increasing charge
and increasing mass, such that the overall m/z remains
constant (higher mass ions commonly support addi-
tional charges). The results of these simulations are
displayed in Figure 10, where the m/z was held constant
at 200. A linear relationship was observed between the
actual mass of the ion and its impact or total kinetic
energy. This trend was observed primarily because the
higher charge on these ions causes their motion to be
affected to a greater extent using a given dc pulse
voltage. Again the result is as desired: the radial SID
technique supplies the increasing energy needed to
induce dissociation of higher mass ions. Additionally, it
is convenient that the relationship is linear, meaning
that it will be easy to a priori predict the collision
energies used in a given experiment.
Disadvantages of the Radial Technique
Although the radial technique presents many advan-
tages over the axial SID method, it does not do so
without some potential problems. The largest problem
to consider with the radial technique is the small
cyclotron radii the product ions are capable of due to
the existence of large magnetron motions. In an ICR the
cyclotron motion produces the analytical ion signal.
This signal (the image current) is directly proportional
to the cyclotron radii of the ion as follows [3]:
Figure 9. Radial dependence of the total and impact kinetic
energies observed with the radial SID technique. The impact
kinetic energy is reduced by a factor of 3.5 over the range shown
and can be described by a quadratic function. Data shown are
from simulations with a 500 V dc pulse.
Table 1. Mass dependence of the total and impact kinetic
energies for the radial SID techniquea
Mass of
ion (u)
Average
total
KE (eV)
STD
of total
KE (eV)
Average
impact
KE (eV)
STD of
impact
KE (eV)
200 202 6 61 12
1000 164 10 127 6
2000 161 14 135 9
5000 152 9 134 10
aData are from simulations with a 500 V dc pulse.
Figure 10. m/z dependence of the total and impact kinetic
energies for the radial SID technique. Data shown are from
simulations with a 500 V dc pulse. Linear fits are as follows: total
KE 5 0.602 1 1.01 3 mass, R 5 1; impact KE 5 1.06 1 0.295 3
mass, R 5 0.99979.
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ymax
d
} DQmax (4)
where ymax is the maximum radial excursion from the
center of the trap, d is the electrode spacing, and Qmax
is the detected signal. An existing magnetron radii
limits the maximum possible cyclotron radii, therefore
limiting the obtainable signal. This problem manifests
itself in the form of lower sensitivity for product ions
created by this method. However, it is important to
consider the magnitude of this effect. At most, the
cyclotron radii are reduced to one third those normally
obtainable. The recorded signal will be reduced by the
same amount. Therefore, two thirds of the ion signal is
lost. However, this loss in signal is manageable consid-
ering the other benefits of the technique, such as higher
collection efficiencies which will serve to counteract the
signal loss. Finally, quadrupolar axialization (QA)
could be implemented to reduce the magnetron motion
of ions [38]. Although this technique does involve the
introduction of gases into the high vacuum system (a
problem SID avoids in general), it would allow the
magnetron radii to be damped out and should provide
a method of producing maximum signal when needed.
It is proposed that QA be considered when the detec-
tion of very low intensity product ion peaks is a
concern.
Minimal access to low impact energies is another
disadvantage of the radial method. Although there are
some additional steps that can be taken to access lower
impact energies, such as increasing the cyclotron radius
when the SID pulse is applied, it is generally difficult to
reach the same low energies available with the axial
technique. With this in mind, the radial SID technique is
presented as a method for accessing high impact kinetic
energies and, therefore, higher ion internal energy. The
radial or axial technique for SID can be implemented
with the same electrode/electronics setup; therefore,
switching between these two experimental techniques
simply involves applying different dc pulse voltages.
Because the two techniques are experimentally inter-
changeable, either method can be selected for a given
experiment without necessitating any modifications to
the instrument. This option of using both techniques
yields a more complete and versatile method for SID
within an ICR.
Conclusions
The ability to accurately select an ion’s collision energy
from a large available range to use within a mass
spectrometer has promoted new interest in the tech-
nique of surface-induced dissociation. SID is of partic-
ular interest due to the high ion internal energies that
can be accessed and the small distribution of these
energies that are normally observed. Furthermore, the
implementation of this technique on an ion trapping
instrument such as an ICR is especially useful due to the
high performance characteristics exhibited by this mass
spectrometer design, such as high mass range and very
high resolution. Previous experiments with SID in an
FT-ICR mass spectrometer have utilized what has been
described as the axial technique. This technique is
characterized by collisions with one of the trapping
electrodes, or additional surfaces substituted in place of
these, where the collisions are of moderate energy, and
the collection efficiency is low as compared to some of
the SID techniques used with other instruments.
In this paper a new technique for SID within an ICR
has been described and modeled. This technique has
been termed the radial SID method and involves colli-
sions with the excite or detect plates of the cell. Simu-
lations using SIMION 6.0 to compare the two tech-
niques have demonstrated many advantages the radial
technique has over the axial method. Of particular
interest is the larger upper limit of impact energies
accessible and the narrower distribution of these ener-
gies observed with the radial technique. The linearity of
these impact energies with SID pulse voltage is also
much better with the radial technique than with the
axial technique, and the collection efficiency of product
ions is equal to or better than the axial method results.
The radial technique has also been shown to provide
additional impact energy to larger mass or more highly
charged ions. Finally, the two SID techniques discussed
prove to be complementary with respect to the impact
energies accessed, and both can be performed with the
same experimental setup. Because all data presented
here are taken from simulations, actual experiments on
an ICR instrument are required and are currently un-
derway to verify these results. However, the modeling
method used was partially verified through its qualita-
tive agreement with previously published experimental
results obtained using the axial technique.
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